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Executive Summary
Milwaukee County’s Retirement Sustainability Taskforce (RST) was created by County Executive Chris
Abele in the spring of 2017 to study modifications to the County’s pension system that would
“ensure retirement security for future retirees and long-term fiscal sustainability for the County.” The
RST met 14 times from August 2017 through November 2018, including for a public hearing in
October 2018.
The RST consists of 20 members from both the County and the State of Wisconsin, as well as
representatives from the Milwaukee business and civic communities. Meetings were facilitated by
the Wisconsin Policy Forum, while technical assistance was provided by members of the Pew
Charitable Trusts’ public sector retirement systems project. Also, while not a voting member of the
RST, Milwaukee County Department of Administrative Services Director Teig Whaley-Smith guided
the project team and was a key participant at RST meetings.

Current State of the Milwaukee County ERS
Early meetings of the RST were dedicated to understanding the challenges facing the Employees
Retirement System (ERS) and how those challenges, in turn, impacted Milwaukee County as a whole.
Important facts and insights derived from those early meetings include the following:
•

•

•

•

•

The ERS had an unfunded liability of $515.9 million as of January 1, 2017, and a funded ratio of
77.1%. In other words, the actuarial value of ERS’ assets ($1.74 billion) equaled 77.1% of its
actuarial accrued liability ($2.26 billion) with regard to benefits owed to active and retired
employees.
ERS’ funded ratio has declined over time despite increasing contributions. In 2000, ERS enjoyed
a funded ratio that exceeded 100% (i.e. its assets exceeded its actuarial accrued liability) and its
employer contribution was near zero. However, a variety of factors have caused the funded
status to drop below 80% while employer contributions increased to more than $80 million
annually by 2015.
The County’s ERS employer contribution is projected to continue to grow. For 2018, the County’s
net contribution to the ERS – consisting of an employer contribution recommended by the plan
actuary plus debt service on pension obligation bonds (POBs) – was projected to be about $94
million. As of August 2017, that contribution was projected to grow to $102 million by 2023.
Employee contributions to ERS also will continue to rise if no action is taken. As contributions
continue to rise, the cost borne by active employees will similarly increase. According to Pew, the
general employee contribution rate could increase from 6.5% of salary in 2017 to more than
9.7% within the next two decades.
Administration of the ERS is exceedingly complicated. ERS benefits vary widely by individual
retiree depending on year of hire, collective bargaining unit, changes made during the
individual’s employment with the County, and how individuals elect to receive their benefit. In
fact, County officials report there are more than 2,300 variations for the calculation of benefits
for items such as vesting period, retirement age, multiplier, determination of final average salary,
etc.
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Plan Redesign Options Considered by the RST
The RST considered three plan redesign options: a shift to the Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS);
a transfer to a defined contribution approach; and a hybrid approach. Like ERS, WRS is a defined
benefit plan, which means the employer promises a specific amount of monthly retirement income
based on a formula that calculates a benefit based on the employee’s salary and years of service.
Under a defined contribution approach, the County would provide employees with an individual
retirement account that would grow through investment of accumulated employer and employee
contributions. A hybrid approach would combine elements of both a defined benefit and defined
contribution plan.
In analyzing the impacts of a shift to any of these alternate approaches, Pew first examined a “soft
freeze” approach. A soft freeze refers to an approach in which an existing defined benefit plan is
closed to new hires, who instead accrue benefits under a new plan. Meanwhile, active participants in
the defined benefit plan continue to accrue benefits under that plan and continue to pay an
employee contribution (if one is required). The task force also considered a “partial freeze”
approach, in which current employees would be transferred into the new system for their future
service, but provisions would be put in place to avoid any unintended consequences for participants.
•

Shift to WRS: Overall, Pew pointed to some clear benefits for the County from either a soft freeze
or partial freeze transition to WRS. For example, such a move would reduce long-term risk and
provide a more robust retirement benefit for new employees (and particularly for short- and
medium-term workers who may not spend their entire career working for the County).
Furthermore, the shift to WRS would achieve the goal of transitioning Milwaukee County over
time from directly running a pension plan. However, Pew also estimates this approach would
increase employer costs through 2046 if investments perform at the assumed rate of return.

•

Defined Contribution: A key question for Milwaukee County in considering moving to a DC plan
design would be the level of employer contribution, which would in turn significantly affect the
total cost for employers and benefit for employees. In all cases, a DC approach would provide a
less certain benefit for employees that would depend on investment performance, and much
greater certainty for the County given the fixed employer cost. Also, in many cases, the DC
approach would provide a reduced benefit for career employees but the potential for higher
replacement income for short- and medium-term employees.

•

Hybrid: The hybrid option was found to keep costs approximately the same but provide the
County with greater predictability with regard to its employer contribution. This approach would
lead to greater risk and volatility for career employees than a pure defined benefit approach, but
it would hold potential to produce a better retirement benefit for medium- and short-term
workers.

Pension Debt
Throughout consideration of different retirement options, it became clear that the RST also would
need to consider options to address ERS’s current unfunded liabilities. Because of already promised

benefits, it was determined that no new plan design would have an appreciable impact on
Milwaukee County’s employer costs through at least 2037.
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As a result of that important determination, the RST asked Pew to model four options that have been
considered elsewhere to adjust employer cost and risk: increase employee contributions; reduce the
annual COLA for retirees’ pension payments or adopt an approach similar to WRS; adjust the
assumed rate of return for ERS assets; and increase the amortization period for ERS assets and
liabilities
The analysis of those four options yielded one with considerable potential: reducing the 2% COLA
granted to retirees or modifying it to be consistent with the WRS approach. This approach holds
potential to produce annual reductions in the employer contribution of $10 million to $20 million,
while helping to balance the costs of addressing the unfunded liability between taxpayers,
employees, and retirees. On the negative side, modifications could have a detrimental impact on
retirees who rely on a COLA to ensure an appropriate level of retirement income.

Evaluation of Options
The RST decided to narrow its consideration to three plan design alternatives: WRS option, Defined
contribution option 1B (4.5% employer contribution rate and 7.2% general employee contribution
rate), and a risk-managed hybrid.
For its consideration of these alternatives, the RST reached consensus that nine criteria would be
used for evaluation purposes, including how any changes would affect costs for employers and
employees; how a new plan design would change the fiscal health and risk of the system; how any
new employee benefit would affect retention, recruitment, and retirement security; and what impact
a new design would have on ease of administration. The RST’s deliberations found that the WRS
option ranked highest, particularly with regard to existing employee retention, new employee
recruitment, risk reduction, and ease of administration.
The RST also used the nine criteria to consider each of the pension debt reduction options. The
option of reducing the COLA or modifying it to reflect the WRS approach ranked highest because of
its potential to lower both annual employer and employee contributions, as well as to reduce the
overall size of the unfunded liability and reduce risk.
Following the RST’s review of plan design and pension debt reduction options, Pew modeled an
example reform “package” consisting of a soft freeze transition to WRS, a full 2% COLA reduction, a
reduction in the discount rate to 7%, and a 9% cap on employee contributions. It was acknowledged
that effectuating such a cap may require a change in State law, however.

RST Recommendations
RST members unanimously approved a package of four motions (though with three abstentions).
Two of the motions involved changes to plan design and future benefits, while two reflect the RST’s
reflections on financial and operational practices going forward. The proposed benefit changes are
summarized as follows:
•
•

New hires would be moved to WRS and receive benefits through that system. ERS would be
closed to new entrants.
Non-vested employees would potentially be moved to WRS as well and vested Milwaukee
County workers could potentially receive future service through WRS.
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•
•
•

Employee contribution rates would be subject to a maximum level (though this may require a
change in State law).
COLA reductions/modifications would be applied to reduce the unfunded liability and share
costs.
The WRS rules, or something similar, would be considered in identifying how to reinstate
COLAs when full funding is reached and provide both risk sharing as well as sharing of gains.

Motion #1

The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors analyze options for reducing the COLA – including potential legal considerations – as a
means of reducing the unfunded liability and ensuring that future costs are spread equitably among
retirees, past and current employees, and County residents and taxpayers. In doing so, any changes
to the COLA should consider recruitment, retention, and fairness to retirees. The County should
consider options that include those implemented by other public plans, as well as an approach that
mirrors that used by the WRS, maintaining the COLA at a sustainable amount, and revisiting the
COLA during each annual budget for review as part of the County’s obligation to the public.

Motion #2

The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors pursue an approach that would close the ERS to new employees and – subject to legal
analysis - have all new employees become members of the Wisconsin Retirement System. The
treatment of non-vested active employees and future service of active employees should be further
analyzed by both the County and WRS. Such analysis shall include determination that no adverse
financial impacts shall accrue to WRS. The analysis should also explore whether it is reasonable to
allow active employees the choice to stay in ERS for future years of service or to join WRS for future
years of service.
Furthermore, the task force recommends that any approach that would involve a “soft freeze” with
regard to a shift to WRS include a cap on the active employee contribution rate to ERS.

Motion #3

The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors require and provide funding for regular financial monitoring and stress testing per
guidelines recommended by Pew, and that ERS and the County consider other financial and
operational best practices.

Motion #4

The RST recommends that the County Executive, County Board, and ERS (a) maintain a maximum
20-year amortization period; (b) reasonably lower the assumed rate of return to a number
recommended by the plan actuaries; and c) prioritize the allocation of resources to appropriately
address ERS’ unfunded liability, which includes allocating any net savings produced by the RST’s
recommendations to reduce the unfunded liability.
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Introduction
Milwaukee County Executive Chris Abele created a Retirement Sustainability Taskforce (RST) in the
spring of 2017. Its stated objective was to study “pension system modifications that ensure
retirement security for future retirees and long-term fiscal sustainability for the County.” 1 The RST
met 14 times from August 2017 through November 2018, including a public hearing in October
2018. All meeting minutes and presentations can be found at the RST website. 2
The RST consists of 20 members, including Milwaukee County employees, retirees, non-elected
officials (e.g. Corporation Counsel), and elected officials (County Executive, Comptroller, and a
member of the Board of Supervisors). It also includes representatives from the Milwaukee business
and civic communities and Wisconsin state government, including two members of the Wisconsin
Legislature. A full list of the RST membership can be found in Appendix I.
Meetings were facilitated by the Wisconsin Policy Forum (WPF), a nonpartisan, nonprofit,
independent policy research organization. In addition, third party technical assistance was provided
by members of the Pew Charitable Trusts’ public sector retirement systems project. 3 Also, while not a
voting member of the RST, Milwaukee County Department of Administrative Services (DAS) Director
Teig Whaley-Smith guided the project team and was a key participant at RST meetings.
The first three RST meetings were dedicated to background on the Milwaukee County Employees
Retirement System (ERS) and its fiscal status and challenges; Milwaukee County’s general fiscal
status and challenges; and how ERS compares to the Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS) and other
public pension systems nationally in terms of its policies, practices, and fiscal condition.
The next several meetings considered alternative plan design options. Based on a previous decision
by the County to explore shifting County employees to the WRS, the WRS option was one of the
primary alternative plan design options considered. In addition, the RST considered several defined
contribution plan options as well as hybrid defined contribution/defined benefit option.
Given a key early finding that the alternative plan design options would not have a significant impact
in reducing the ERS’ sizable unfunded liability, the RST also devoted one meeting to other options for
managing the existing liability. The RST then wrapped up its work with several meetings devoted to
evaluating and developing recommendations on plan design, dealing with the existing unfunded
liability, and disclosure.
This report summarizes the RST’s findings and recommendations. It is structured to reflect the
progression of the RST meetings, with a Background section focusing on the condition of ERS and
how it compares to other public pension systems in Wisconsin and nationally; subsequent sections
describing Pew’s analysis of three potential alternative plan design options, as well as options to
manage ERS’ liabilities; and two final sections discussing the RST’s deliberations and
recommendations.

Milwaukee County website, https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/County-Executive/Priorities/FinancialSustainability/Retirement-Sustainability-Taskforce.
2 Ibid.
3 Additional information on the two organizations can be found on their respective websites:
www.wispolicyforum.org and www.pewtrusts.org
1
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Background
Current State of the Milwaukee County ERS
Early meetings of the RST were dedicated to understanding the challenges facing the ERS and how
those challenges, in turn, impacted Milwaukee County as a whole. Important facts and insights
derived from those early meetings include the following:
•

The ERS had an unfunded liability of $515.9 million as of January 1, 2017, and a funded ratio of
77.1%. In other words, the actuarial value of ERS’ assets ($1.74 billion) equaled 77.1% of its
actuarial accrued liability ($2.26 billion) with regard to benefits owed to active and retired
employees. A subsequent actuarial valuation released in May 2018 showed that the unfunded
liability had grown to $568.0 million and the funded ratio had decreased to 75.4%. A key
contributor to those changes was a decrease from 8.0% to 7.75% in the assumed rate of
investment return on ERS assets as of January 1, 2018.

•

ERS’ funded ratio has declined over time despite increasing contributions. In 2000, ERS enjoyed
a funded ratio that exceeded 100% (i.e. its assets exceeded its actuarial accrued liability) and its
employer contribution was near zero (Chart 1). However, a variety of factors – including lowerthan-anticipated investment returns, benefit add-ons, and others that will be detailed in this
report – have caused the funded status to decline below 80% while total contributions (including
pension obligation bond debt payments) increased to more than $80 million annually by 2015.

Chart 1: ERS Contributions and Funded Ratio Over Time
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•

The County’s ERS employer contribution is projected to continue to grow. Each year, ERS’ actuary
recommends a contribution from the County that reflects the projected cost of benefit payments
and administration in the following year (the “normal cost”) plus a payment toward the actuarial
unfunded liability. For 2018, per the County budget, that amount was projected to be $72.7
million. The County’s annual debt service payment of $33.2 million for pension obligation bonds
(POBs) issued in 2008 also needs to be added, which brought the total 2018 contribution to
nearly $106 million. Per Wisconsin statute, employees must pay a portion of the required County
contribution based on a formula that involves the normal cost and unfunded liability; for 2018,
that amount was projected to be about $12 million, which means the County’s net ERS
contribution in 2018 will be about $94 million. As of August 2017, that contribution was
projected to grow to $102 million by 2023.

•

Employee contributions to ERS also will continue to rise if no action is taken. As contributions
continue to rise, the cost borne by active employees will similarly increase. According to Pew, the
general employee contribution rate could increase from 6.5% of salary in 2017 to more than
9.7% within the next two decades, assuming expected investment returns materialize; under a
low-investment return scenario (average of 5.5%), the average employee contribution would
exceed 11.8% within the next two decades. In both cases, the contribution rate for public safety
employees would be higher.

•

ERS’ ratio of benefit payments to contributions warns of challenges ahead. Pew’s analysis of
ERS’ fiscal condition found that its operating cash flow in 2015 was negative 8%, meaning that
the gap between money coming in from employer and employee contributions and money going
out in benefit payments represented 8% of total plan assets. This result means that if investment
returns were less than 8%, assets would decline that year; actual returns in 2015 were 6.6% and
assets did indeed decline. The cash flow ratio for ERS was lower than all states in 2015 and
lower than all but two of 33 cities whose pension plans are included in Pew’s data. A cash flow of
negative 3% is the average for public sector retirement plans in Pew’s database. Pew attributes
this finding, in part, to a declining county workforce. In fact, at 34%, ERS has the lowest
percentage of active employees as a share of plan membership compared to other states, and
second lowest compared to Pew’s list of cities.

•

ERS’ assumed rate of investment return is on the high side when compared to other public
pension plans. ERS currently uses an assumed annual rate of return on plan investments of
7.75%, though it plans to reduce the assumed rate to 7.5% as of January 1, 2020. According to
Pew, the average assumed rate of return for the 50 state plans is 7.4%. Also, by comparison, the
State of Wisconsin uses an assumption of 7.2% while the City of Milwaukee’s assumption is
8.0%.

•

Administration of the ERS is exceedingly complicated. ERS benefits vary widely by individual
retiree depending on year of hire, collective bargaining unit, changes made during the
individual’s employment with the County, and how individuals elect to receive their benefit (i.e.
some who are eligible for a backdrop may choose to take it and some may not). In fact, County
officials report there are more than 2,300 variations for the calculation of benefits for items such
as vesting period, retirement age, multiplier, determination of final average salary, etc.
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The National Landscape
Early meetings of the RST used information developed by Pew on the condition of other public
pension systems to place ERS’ challenges in context. The presentations included an overview of
reforms adopted by other public pension plans to illustrate the variety of potential approaches. This
scan of the national landscape revealed the following:
•

ERS is far from the only public pension plan facing financial challenges. According to Pew, when
aggregating state pension plans among the 50 states, the gap between total pension fund
liabilities and total pension fund assets grew from zero in 2001 to more than $1 trillion in 2015.
Also, ERS’ funded status was higher than those of 33 states in 2015; and higher than 27 of 33
cities included in Pew’s database in 2014.

•

In response to funding challenges, most states have sought to reform their pension systems.
Pew reports that 49 states implemented some type of reform between 2009 and 2015, with
many of those reforms involving changes in plan provisions only for new workers. Pew also
reports that 30 states reduced cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for active and/or retired
members and 37 states increased employee contributions for either current or new members.

•

States are adopting tools like stress testing to help them better measure and manage pension
cost uncertainty. Pew notes that state and local pension funds are more vulnerable than ever to
the fiscal impact of an economic downturn and that stress testing can help policymakers
understand and plan for cost uncertainty. As reported by Pew at the November meeting, six
states have adopted a stress test reporting requirement, and that number has since increased to
seven after New Jersey approved stress testing legislation in early 2018.

•

A growing number of states have implemented alternatives to traditional defined benefit
retirement plans. According to Pew, 23 states have adopted alternative public rector retirement
plans (Figure 1), and 16 of those states now use the alternative approach as their mandatory or
default option for new hires.
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Figure 1: Growing Number of States with Alternative Public Sector Retirement
Plans
23 states have implemented an alternative plan for workers

RI
CT

DC - Mandatory
DC - Optional
Hybrid - Mandatory
Hybrid - Optional
CB - Mandatory
CB – Local workers Only
Notes
•

In cases where a state has more than one alternative plan, the plan type with the greater number of participants is marked on
the map. This includes Indiana where workers choose between a hybrid and DC plan, Michigan where state workers are in a DC
plan and teachers have a choice between a DC and hybrid, and Ohio where workers choose between a DB, hybrid or DC plan,
and Utah where workers choose between a hybrid and DC plan.
•
Texas’s cash balance plan is only available to local workers.
•
In addition, California provides an optional cash balance plan for part-time workers and adjunct educational employees.
•
Current as of September 2017.
Sources: NASRA, NCSL

Types of alternative plans
State pension plans vary in design but generally fall into three basic categories of plan type. At an
early meeting, Pew also laid out the general pros and cons associated with each of the three plan
types, as summarized below. (A fourth plan type – the cash balance plan – also was identified as
another hybrid approach but was not considered separately by the taskforce.)

Defined benefit (DB) plan
Definition: A plan in which the employer promises a specific amount of monthly retirement income
based on a formula that typically calculates a benefit based on the employee’s salary and years of
service.
Key advantages: Provides a clear and certain benefit for plan participants; benefit design targets
long-term/career workers.
Key disadvantages: Can expose employer to high degree of investment risk; can provide a low level
of retirement benefit for workers who leave after shorter lengths of service (e.g. 10 to 15 years).
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Defined contribution (DC) plan
Definition: A plan that provides employees with an individual retirement account that grows through
investment of accumulated employer and employee contributions. Final benefit will depend on
investment performance.
Key advantages: Employer faces predictable cost; provides portability for employees, who can take
their DC account with them should they move to a different employer.
Key disadvantages: Can expose employee to high degree of investment risk; retirement benefit is
uncertain.

Hybrid or Risk Managed Hybrid plan
Definition: A side-by-side hybrid plan combines a defined benefit based on the employee’s final
average salary and years of service with a separate defined contribution savings account. A risk
managed hybrid plan uses a side-by-side hybrid with a formal mechanism for distributing unexpected
costs in the defined benefit between employers and employees.
Key advantages: The reduced defined benefit lowers employer risk while maintaining some level of
guaranteed benefit; meanwhile, the DC account ensures that short- and medium-term workers can
accrue retirement savings.
Key disadvantages: Both employer and employee still face some investment risk (though the riskmanaged hybrid approach lessens that risk for the employer); plan participants (particularly longterm) may not experience the same level of retirement benefit as they do under a DB plan since the
DC portion of their benefit is no longer guaranteed.
At its December 12, 2017 meeting, based on discussion of these three plan types, the RST decided
it would first consider a possible shift of ERS active participants and/or new employees to the
Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS), which is a defined benefit plan; and then consider a possible
defined contribution option. The committee also decided that it would determine whether to consider
a hybrid approach after its deliberation of the first two options.
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Wisconsin Retirement System option (defined benefit
approach)
WRS is the state’s defined benefit pension plan that serves not only employees of the state of
Wisconsin, but also employees of all municipal and county governments (with the exception of
Milwaukee County and the City of Milwaukee); technical colleges; and school districts. WRS is widely
known as one of the healthiest public pension plans in the country; in fact, according to Pew, it had
the second-highest funded ratio among the 50 states in 2015 at just under 100%.
In terms of plan provisions, there are many similarities between ERS and WRS. Both apply a 1.6%
multiplier to the average salary over the participant’s last three years of service to calculate pension
benefits; both require an employee contribution that will cover half of the cost of active employee
benefits, and both require five years for vesting. However, there are also important differences, most
notably with regard to a money purchase benefit offered by WRS as well as employee risk sharing
(both of which will be discussed in greater detail below). A summary comparison of the two systems’
plan provisions for general workers is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Plan Provisions for General Workers

Multiplier
COLA
Employee Contribution (DB)
Vesting
Money purchase benefit
Normal Retirement
Final Average Salary (FAS)
Social Security?

Risk-Sharing

Milwaukee Co. Employees Retirement
System (ERS)
(Employees hired on or after August 1, 2011)

Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS)

1.6%

1.6%

2% simple COLA

Annuity adjustments are based on investment
*
performance and other factors

ţ

ţ

6.5%

6.8%

5 years

5 years

None

Yes, with 100% employer match

Age 64;
55 with 30 years of service

Age 65 & any years of service, or
57 & 30 years of service

3 year average

3 year average

Yes

Yes

Employees are required to contribute half of the
gross normal cost and half of the amortization
payment for the active employee share of the
unfunded liability.

Employees contribute approximately 50% of the
total contribution rate. The annuity adjustment is
based primarily on the investment returns of the
plan’s trust funds. Actuarial factors, such as mortality
rates, also affect annuity adjustments.

‡

Notes
ţ
Rates for 2016; future rates based on actuarial analysis. Participants in ERS and WRS pay half of the normal cost
and half of the active UAAL amortization.
‡
WRS calculates the retirement annuity using two methods: the formula method, which factors in years of service,
age, salary, and a benefit multiplier; and a separate money purchase method, which is calculated by multiplying a
member’s total employee contributions, an equal amount of employer contributions, and accrued interest by an
actuarial factor based on age and benefit effective date. Retirees receive whichever produces the higher amount.
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Another important distinction not shown in the chart is WRS’ relative lack of administrative
complexity when compared to ERS. A May 2017 memo produced by the County’s “Workgroup on
WRS Feasibility” noted that WRS only has four variations of retirees for whom different benefit levels
need to be calculated, as compared to more than 2,300 variations in ERS. 4 Beyond the plan design
differences, the management of WRS has allowed the system to maintain consistently high funding
levels.

Partial freeze vs. soft freeze
In analyzing the impacts of a shift from ERS to WRS, the consultants from Pew first examined a “soft
freeze” approach. A soft freeze refers to an approach in which an existing defined benefit plan is
closed to new hires, who instead accrue benefits under a new plan. Meanwhile, active participants in
the defined benefit plan continue to accrue benefits under that plan and continue to pay an
employee contribution (if one is required).
Conversely, under a “hard freeze,” both active participants and new employees accrue future
benefits under a new plan. The previously earned benefits of active participants remain in the closed
plan and are paid out when they retire or leave, but those benefits do not grow with additional years
of service and the employee no longer contributes to the closed plan.
Under the soft freeze approach, ERS would be closed to new employees, who would instead be
enrolled in WRS. They would receive a defined benefit pension based on their final average salary,
years of service, and pension multiplier in accordance with WRS’ parameters. In addition, they would
pay the same employee contribution as other WRS members (which, similar to ERS, is equal to half
of the normal cost and half of the contribution required for the unfunded liability). Active participants
would remain in ERS and would pay their traditional employee contribution.
Under a hard freeze, active employees would transition to WRS for their future years of service and
would make future employee contributions only to WRS. As Pew considered how to model the hard
freeze approach, however, it became apparent that certain provisions would effectively result in
substantial benefit reductions for a subset of employees. For example, someone with four years of
service in ERS at the time of the freeze who then worked four additional years in WRS would fail to
reach vesting in either plan and receive no employer benefit despite eight years of service.
As a result, the task force instead considered a “partial freeze” in which current employees would be
transferred into the new system, but provisions would be put in place to avoid any unintended
consequences for participants.

Financial Impacts of Soft Freeze Transition to WRS
At the January 23, 2018 RST meeting, Pew laid out estimated financial impacts associated with
transferring new Milwaukee County employees to WRS under a soft freeze scenario. As shown in
Chart 2, looking out through 2046, the County’s annual employer contribution to ERS would be
reduced by virtue of transitioning new employees to WRS. However, the need to make an employer

4

May 22, 2017 memo entitled “Steps Necessary for County to Join WRS” from Workgroup on WRS Feasibility.
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contribution to both ERS and WRS results in a projected combined employer contribution that would
exceed the baseline contribution to ERS under a status quo approach. 5
At a subsequent meeting, Pew estimated that the total additional employer contribution from 2017
through 2046 would have been $201 million had the County made the transition that year
(equivalent to about 2% of payroll over the next 30 years). Of that amount, more than three quarters
($158 million) was attributed to a higher normal cost resulting from WRS’ higher level of benefit; and
$15 million was estimated to be caused by lower employee contributions, since employees in WRS
would not contribute to paying down ERS’s debt. The remainder was attributed to a variety of lesser
factors.

Chart 2: Expected Employer Costs for ERS and WRS Combined
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions and WRS plan
assumptions.

This estimated increased employer contribution assumes that both ERS and WRS meet investment
return estimates contained in plan assumptions. 6 However, unlike ERS, WRS contains risk sharing
elements that are designed to share the negative impacts of lower-than-anticipated investment
returns between employers and retirees. Specifically, WRS ties cost-of-living adjustments and other
elements of the benefit provided to retirees to investment performance, thus reducing the risk to the
system that a large unfunded liability will materialize. According to Pew, while the benefit of such risk
reduction does not show up in a 30-year projection of comparative costs since legacy benefits will
Chart 2 reflects an updated financial analysis presented by Pew at the RST’s February 27, 2018 meeting that
included data shared by the ERS actuary; the overall finding that a soft freeze transition to WRS would produce
an added employer cost for the County was unchanged.
6 Pew assumed a 7.5% investment return for ERS, which will be the assumed rate of return as of 2020; and a
7.2% rate of return for WRS, which is its existing assumed rate of return.
5
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drive County costs over that time period, over the long term it is anticipated that a switch to WRS
would reduce overall risk for Milwaukee County.
Pew’s analysis also considered the impact of a soft freeze transition to WRS on employee
contributions. It found that, because there would be a shrinking number of active employees enrolled
in ERS over time (as new employees enrolled in WRS and existing employees retired), those
remaining employees would need to pay an increasingly large employee contribution to support ERS’
unfunded liability and meet the 50% statutory match between the employer and employees. As
shown in Chart 3, this “last man standing” issue could cause the employee contribution to spike to
30% by the early 2030s if projected investment returns are realized, or to nearly 45% under a 5%
investment return scenario. In either case, these employee contribution rates would pose a
significant obstacle to employee recruitment and retention.

Chart 3: Employee Contribution Rates Can Spike in Soft Freeze
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions and WRS plan
assumptions.

Finally, Pew’s analysis considered the pros and cons of a soft freeze transition to WRS from the
perspective of retirement security for participants. The Pew presentation suggested that retirement
security should be considered using three factors:
•
•
•

Potential replacement income. What percentage of career-end take-home pay is replaced by
retirement income?
Value of lifetime benefits. What is the total amount of government sponsored retirement income
an employee can expect to receive over a lifetime?
Retirement savings rate. What percentage of salary is available to a worker who leaves public
service before reaching retirement age eligibility?
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The analysis found that potential replacement income would be similar for employees enrolled in
WRS versus ERS, while the value of lifetime benefits under the WRS scenario would be higher. Also,
because of WRS’ money purchase benefit, that plan offered a clear advantage in terms of the
retirement savings rate for workers who leave service before reaching their retirement age.
Under a money purchase option, WRS will match the accumulated employee contributions (including
interest) with employer contributions and convert that amount into an annuity. WRS allows
participants to receive the higher of the benefit under the final average salary formula or the money
purchase benefit. For a short- and medium-term worker, that option often is far more beneficial than
the final average salary calculation. Pew pointed out that the money purchase benefit attached to
the WRS plan design is one reason it has a higher expected normal cost than the ERS benefit.

Financial Impacts of Partial Freeze Transition to WRS
At the February 27, 2018 RST meeting, Pew presented financial modeling associated with a partial
freeze approach. Under that approach, it was assumed that active employees vested in ERS would
stop accruing pension benefits under that plan, and instead would accrue future benefits as
members of WRS. There would be no vesting period for those employees. Meanwhile, for purposes of
calculating their pension benefit under ERS, the Pew modeling analyzed one alternative in which the
salaries of those employees would be credited with no wage growth, and another in which all salary
increases were included in the calculation.
A critical factor in calculating the financial impact of a partial freeze transition was the assumption
that active vested employees no longer would make an employee contribution to ERS; as enrollees in
WRS for their future service, they instead would be making their employee contribution to that
system. As a result of that assumption, Pew estimated the County would experience additional
higher normal costs and a net reduction in employee contributions into ERS through 2046, and that
over the 2017-2046 period, the partial freeze option would cost the County about $180 million more
than the soft freeze approach. Chart 4 shows the projected financial impacts under an assumption
that future salary increases would be included in the calculation of the ERS benefit for active
employees.
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Chart 4: Expected Employer Costs Under Partial Freeze
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated
using additional data from Segal.

Summary
Overall, Pew pointed to some clear benefits for the County from either a soft freeze or partial freeze
transition to WRS. For example, such a move would reduce long-term risk and provide a more robust
retirement benefit for new employees (and particularly for short- and medium-term workers who may
not spend their entire career working for the County). Furthermore, the shift to WRS would achieve
the goal of transitioning Milwaukee County over time from directly running a pension plan. That was
deemed important given the additional costs facing the County from policy choices about
assumptions, contribution policies, and benefit increases, as well as the administrative challenges
from ERS’ complex plan provisions.
However, Pew also estimates that this approach would increase employer costs through 2046 if
investments perform at the assumed rate of return. The soft freeze approach was estimated to add
about $200 million in employer contribution costs over a 30-year period (equivalent to about 2% of
payroll), while the partial freeze approach was estimated to add $380 million (equivalent to about
3.9% of payroll).
That finding demonstrated that the bulk of the pension costs for Milwaukee County are for existing
liabilities to current employees and retirees. Consequently, as noted by Pew, new plan design will not
eliminate the need to have a credible plan to pay for existing promises. Also, the WRS soft freeze
approach would cause employee contributions to grow to unacceptably high levels, which means
that some change in state law to cap those contributions may be required if that solution ultimately
is adopted by the County.
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Defined contribution option
As previously discussed, under a defined contribution (DC) plan, employers and employees
contribute to individual retirement accounts for each participant. Benefits at retirement are based on
accumulated contributions along with investment gains on those savings.
At the March 29, 2018 RST meeting, Pew emphasized that in designing and implementing a DC
plan, policymakers should strive to ensure that it require sufficient employer and employee
contributions that will result in adequate retirement savings; offer limited but low-fee and
appropriate investment options; and provide appropriate distribution options. With these principles
in mind, Pew modeled four DC plan alternatives, which are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: DC Plans to Model

Varied Employer Contributions to the DC, Employee Contributions Fixed at 2019 Rate
Option

Employer
Contribution
Rate

Employee
Contribution Rate
(General/Public
Safety)

1A

1.8%

7.2%/8.5%

1B

4.5%

7.2%/8.5%

2

5%

7.2%/8.5%

3

7%

7.2%/8.5%

Description
Employer contribution calculated to match 2019
employer normal cost rate
Employer contribution calculated to match 2019
employer normal cost rate if there was no unfunded
liability
Employer contribution calculated as the amount
expected to match the replacement income for a
career worker.
Employer contribution equal to the median
employer contribution to public sector DC plans.
Note that these are typically optional plans. Median
employee contributions are 3%

In addition to presenting four DC plan options, Pew considered a soft freeze option, under which the
DC plan would take effect only for new employees; a partial freeze option, under which the DC plan
would cover both new employees and future service for existing employees, though also with an
assumption that future salary growth would be counted for purposes of calculating the ERS benefit
for those employees; and a second partial freeze option, under which future salary increases would
not be included.
As shown in Table 3, three of the four DC plan models would result in increased employer costs
across both soft freeze and partial freeze options, with only the model that included a relatively small
employer contribution (1.8%) producing an estimated savings. For the purposes of modeling, it was
assumed an employee contribution rate of 7.2% for general employees and 8.5% for public safety
workers would be required (consistent with the 2019 employee contribution rates in ERS).
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Table 3: Total Employer Contribution for Each Option, 2017-2046
Employer Costs

Baseline

3, Median
1A, With Risk 1B, Without Risk
2, Match
Public Pension
Share
Share
Annuity Benefit
Plan

Total
$1,723
$1,571
$1,773
$1,810
$1,960
Defined Benefit
$1,723
$1,399
$1,399
$1,399
$1,399
Soft Freeze
Costs
Defined Contribution
$0
$172
$373.6
$411.0
$560.4
Costs
Total
$1,723
$1,629
$1,886
$1,933
$2,123
Partial
Defined
Benefit
Freeze,
$1,723
$1,411
$1,411
$1,411
$1,411
Costs
Salary
ţ
Defined Contribution
$0
$218
$474
$522
$712
Increase
Costs
Total
$1,723
$1,559
$1,815
$1,862
$2,052
Partial
Defined Benefit
Freeze, No
$1,723
$1,340
$1,340
$1,340
$1,340
Costs
Salary
Increase Defined Contribution
$0
$218
$474
$522
$712
Costs
Notes
These figures assume an extra half percent in DC employer contributions to replace death and disability benefits.
ţ
The partial freeze assumes that salary growth, retirement eligibility, vesting, and inflation growth would be carried
over from the defined benefit system to the defined contribution system for purposes of determining the ultimate
defined benefit at retirement.

Pew also considered how the four DC plan models compared to the ERS defined benefit option in
terms of providing appropriate replacement income for participants upon their retirement. As shown
in Chart 5, the analysis found that for career workers, ERS would provide a better benefit when
compared to two of the four DC options assuming expected investment returns materialized.
However, under a low return scenario, ERS provided a better benefit than each of the four DC
models, which reflects the fact that the participant assumes all of the investment risk under a DC
approach.
Conversely, for workers who leave county service mid-career at age 40 or 50, Pew’s analysis found
the DC option provided a better retirement benefit, as shown in Chart 6. That finding stems from the
fact that a DC account would remain with the participant and would grow until he or she reached
retirement age; conversely, the participant would stop accruing benefits under ERS once he or she
left county service.
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Chart 5: Replacement Income for DC Options - Career Worker
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Notes:
Pew analysis using ERS actuarial assumptions for salary growth and inflation. Expected return for DC plans is 7%; low
return scenario is 5%. Annuitization is calculated using plan mortality assumptions and a 4% return assumption; DC
annuities do not include a COLA.

Chart 6: Replacement Income for DC Options - Mid-Career Worker
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Notes:
Pew analysis using ERS actuarial assumptions for salary growth and inflation. Expected return for DC plans is 7%; low
return scenario is 5%. Annuitization is calculated using plan mortality assumptions and a 4% return assumption; DC
annuities do not include a COLA.
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Summary
A key question for Milwaukee County in considering moving to a DC plan design would be the level of
employer contribution. In making that determination, the County would need to consider both
affordability for itself and what level of employer contribution is required to provide a sufficient
benefit for employees. Pew reported that a 12% combined DC contribution rate (both employer and
employee) is a typical minimum benchmark, assuming plan participants are in Social Security.
Under one of the sample DC plans – in which the employer contribution would be set at the current
employer normal cost (1.8%) – the County would experience a net savings when compared to current
plan design, but the combined contribution rate would fall below the minimum benchmark noted by
Pew. Conversely, setting the employer contribution rate at the normal cost if there was no unfunded
liability (4.5%), or at rates that matched current replacement rates (5%) or the median public plan
rate (7%), would produce higher costs for the County but have better potential to provide for
reasonable replacement income for participants.
In all cases, a DC approach would provide a less certain benefit for employees that would depend on
investment performance, and much greater certainty for the County given the fixed employer cost.
Also, in many cases, the DC approach would provide a reduced benefit for career employees but the
potential for higher replacement income for short- and medium-term employees.
Finally, as would be the case with a shift to WRS, a DC approach under a partial freeze scenario
would produce higher employer costs than under a soft freeze scenario; and a shift to a new DC plan
design model would not eliminate the need for a credible plan to pay for existing promises.
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Hybrid option
Under a hybrid option, Milwaukee County would continue to operate ERS as the pension benefit
provider in Milwaukee County, but the level of ERS benefit would be reduced and a more modest DC
plan (with smaller employer contributions compared to the sole DC options described earlier) would
be added in conjunction with that benefit. This could allow the County to derive some of the
advantages of greater cost predictability because of the lower ERS benefit. Meanwhile, by providing
employees with a defined benefit plan in addition to the DC component, the County could provide its
workers with some degree of benefit predictability and certainty.
At the RST’s April 24, 2018 meeting, Pew modeled a hybrid plan under which the value of the ERS
benefit would be cut in half by reducing the current pension multiplier from 1.6% to 0.8%. 7
Employees still would contribute to ERS – with their annual percentage contribution determined as it
is currently – but the contribution would be smaller because the reduced ERS benefit would
decrease the normal cost.
At the same time, a DC plan would be added under which the employee contribution would be set at
half the current employee contribution rate to ERS (3.6%) and the employer rate would be set at half
the current estimate for the expected normal cost (2.25%). Pew modeled both a hybrid scenario in
which only new employees would be enrolled in both components, as well as one in which all
employees would be enrolled for future service.
The fiscal modeling also envisioned a “risk-managed” hybrid approach to increase predictability for
the employer contribution, as the desire for such predictability likely would be a key driver for the
County’s desire to pursue such a plan. In this case, risk would be managed by adopting a provision
similar to WRS that would tie retiree COLAs to ERS investment performance. Table 4 summarizes the
characteristics of Pew’s hypothetical hybrid design used for financial modeling. However, a WRS-style
COLA was not built into Pew’s model.

7

1.6% is the current multiplier for employees hired after August 1, 2011.
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Table 4: Hybrid Design Model
Milwaukee Co. Employees
Retirement System (ERS)
(Employees hired on or after
August 1, 2011)

Risk Managed Hybrid Design

1.60%
2%
Actuarially determined
5 years
64
55 w/ 15 YOS
5% each year

0.8%
2%
Actuarially determined
5 years
64
55 w/ 15 YOS
5% each year

n/a
n/a
n/a

3.6%
2.25%
5 year

DB
Multiplier
COLA
Employee Contribution to DB
Vesting Schedule
Normal Retirement
Early Retirement
Early Retirement discount factor
DC
Employee Contribution to DC
Employer Contribution to DC
Vesting Schedule
Risk Management Tools

•

Employee contribution
cost sharing on active
share of UAAL.

•

•

Employee
contribution cost
sharing on active
share of UAAL.
Can include WRSstyle COLA
provisions.

Pew’s modeling found that over the 2017-2046 period, a hybrid would produce a $22 million cost
increase for the County under a soft freeze approach (Chart 7). The small net increase for the
employer would be linked mainly to decreased employee contributions to ERS.
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Chart 7: Expected Employer Costs, New Employees in Hybrid
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated using
additional data from Segal.

Under a scenario in which all employees were enrolled in the new plan for future years of service,
Pew estimated a smaller increased employer cost of $13 million over the 30-year period. In this
case, the loss of employee contributions would be mostly offset by the greater reduction in the
unfunded liability caused by the reduced ERS benefit for both new and active employees going
forward.
The Pew analysis also noted that under the risk-managed hybrid (and to a lesser extent the regular
hybrid), the County would experience reduced risk because of the reduced ERS benefit and its
replacement with a DC component. At the same time, as shown in Chart 8, career workers would see
a slight reduction in replacement income under both hybrid approaches when compared to the
status quo (assuming expected investment returns), but employees leaving mid-career would enjoy
an enhanced benefit (Chart 9).
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Chart 8: Replacement Income for Hybrid Options - Career Worker
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Notes:
Pew analysis using ERS actuarial assumptions for salary growth and inflation. Expected return for DC plans is 7%; low
return scenario is 5%. Annuitization is calculated using plan mortality assumptions and a 4% return assumption. Risk
Managed Hybrid does not include a COLA in the low return scenario. DC plan does not include a COLA.

Chart 9: Replacement Income for Hybrid Options - Mid-Career Worker
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Notes:
Pew analysis using ERS actuarial assumptions for salary growth and inflation. Expected return for DC plans is 7%; low
return scenario is 5%. Annuitization is calculated using plan mortality assumptions and a 4% return assumption. Risk
Managed Hybrid does not include a COLA in the low return scenario. DC plan does not include a COLA.
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Summary
Pew was able to model a hybrid option that would keep costs approximately the same but provide
the County with greater predictability with regard to its employer contribution. This approach would
lead to greater risk and volatility for career employees than a pure defined benefit approach, but it
would hold potential to produce a better retirement benefit for medium- and short-term workers.
A key question for Milwaukee County in considering this option is whether closing the ERS to new
employees is an explicit goal. While the hybrid option would lower the ERS benefit and the
associated risk for the County, it still would necessitate the continued administration and operation
of ERS with no end in sight for that responsibility.
Finally, as would be the case for a shift to WRS or a pure DC approach, a shift to a hybrid model
would not erode the unfunded ERS liability, meaning a plan still would be needed to pay for existing
promises.
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Pension Debt
Pew’s presentation on the hybrid plan design approach at the April 24, 2018 RST meeting concluded
the initial analysis of plan design options. While that analysis had not yet yielded consensus on which
option the County should pursue, it did produce consensus on one important finding: Because of

already promised benefits, no new plan design would have an appreciable impact on Milwaukee
County’s employer costs through at least 2037.

That conundrum is illustrated in Chart 10, which shows that even if the County closed ERS to new
employees and did not offer a retirement benefit to those workers going forward, the employer
contribution would decline only slightly over the next two decades. This example is illustrative, as the
RST was clear in its deliberations that an important objective was to offer both current and future
workers a secure retirement. But, as the results make clear, new plan changes will not meaningfully
change costs over the short- or medium-term.

Chart 10: Majority of Projected Employer Costs Are For Existing Promises
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As a result of that important determination, the RST asked Pew to lay out options outside of a new
plan design that might help manage the County’s existing pension liabilities and lower the employer
contribution over a shorter timeframe. Pew did so at the RST’s May 29, 2018 meeting.
The meeting began with an overview of the causes of the growth in ERS’ unfunded liability since the
turn of the century. As shown in Chart 11, the leading cause of that growth – from a $100 million
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surplus in 2001 to a $585 million unfunded liability on a market value basis in 2016 8 – was lowerthan-assumed investment performance.

Chart 11: Milwaukee County ERS Sources of Growth in Unfunded Liability
(MVA), 2001-2016
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liability
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Notes:
Pew analysis using ERS actuarial valuations.

Three additional important contributors to the growth of the unfunded liability were benefit and
assumption changes that occurred during this period; losses resulting from differences between noninvestment actuarial assumptions and actual occurrences; and contribution policies (both an
actuarial funding policy that allowed pension debt to grow as well occasional shortfalls in paying the
actuarial rate).
Options to reduce the unfunded liability are somewhat limited given legal restrictions on the ability of
employers to reduce benefits already earned or promised. Also, the County already had reduced the
pension multiplier for general employees to 1.6% for all future service such that current employees
The $585 million liability would have been approximately $400 million larger if not for the County’s decision
to issue pension obligation bonds in that amount in 2009, which reduced the pension liability but added longterm debt to the County’s books. Also, the $585 million unfunded liability figure differs from figures cited
earlier in this report because it is based on the market value of assets, instead of the actuarial value of assets.

8
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are subject to the same benefit formula as new hires, and the backdrop provision already had been
frozen to the extent legally possible.
Given these realities, Pew was asked to model four options that have been considered elsewhere to
adjust employer cost and risk and that potentially could be considered by the RST:
•
•
•
•

Increase employee contributions
Reduce the annual COLA for retirees’ pension payments
Adjust the assumed rate of return for ERS assets
Increase the amortization period for ERS assets and liabilities

A fifth option – issuing pension obligation bonds – was noted but considered out of scope given that
it was seen as a financing strategy, as opposed to one that might adjust the underlying liability.

Increase the Employee Contribution
Pew modeled a scenario in which the employee contribution to ERS would be increased by one
percentage point above the percentage that ordinarily would be required under the current statutory
framework. As shown in Chart 12, that alternative would produce only a small savings in the
employer contribution through 2036. Moreover, with the employee contribution already nearing 7%,
concerns were expressed that increasing it further would have a negative impact on retention and
recruitment.

Chart 12: Projected Employer Contributions, Increasing Employee Contribution
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated using
additional data from Segal.
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Reducing or Adopting a WRS Style of COLA
ERS currently grants a 2% annual COLA to retirees who are receiving pension payments. Pew
modeled two alternatives to that approach: one in which the 2% annual COLA would be reduced to
1%, and a second in which no COLA would be granted. It was noted that the “No COLA” approach
could be designed to be consistent with WRS, which only provides a COLA to retirees in the absence
of an unfunded liability based on a formula reflecting investment performance. Given that ERS is
forecast to have an unfunded liability for the next 20 years, the practical impact would be to not
grant COLAs for the foreseeable future.
As shown in Chart 13, the annual employer contribution savings under both options would be
significant, with the 1% approach yielding annual savings in the $10 million range through 2040,
and the no COLA option yielding annual savings in the $20 million range. Savings from COLA
reductions reflect a reduction of future projected benefits and would impact both those receiving
relatively high benefits under prior benefit formulas (including those eligible for the backdrop
benefit), as well as those under newer reduced benefit levels.
One of the potential approaches to reducing COLAs discussed by the RST would involve temporary
suspension until funding levels were improved, with the WRS COLA provisions being an example of
such an approach. Another point of discussion was redirecting any savings realized by COLA changes
into contributions above the actuarial contribution to speed up the achievement of full funding.

Chart 13: Projected Employer Contributions, Reducing COLA
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated using
additional data from Segal.
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Change the Assumed Rate of Investment Return
The assumed rate of investment return used by ERS’ actuaries to calculate the unfunded liability was
a subject that surfaced repeatedly throughout the RST’s deliberations, primarily in the context of the
County’s risk should that assumed rate not materialize. As noted earlier, ERS reduced its investment
return assumption from 8.0% to 7.75% in 2018 and plans to make an additional reduction to 7.5%
in 2020. This would put ERS nearly in line with the 50-state average of 7.4%.
For the discussion on the unfunded liability, Pew modeled a scenario in which the County would
further reduce the discount rate to 6.5%. While this model was anticipated to yield an increase in the
employer contribution instead of a decrease, the modeling was deemed important in case RST
members wanted to consider using a different option that would reduce the liability in combination
with a lower assumed rate of return, which would produce positive consequences for the County in
terms of reduced risk over time.
Chart 14 shows the impact on the employer contribution 1) if the County kept its 7.5% discount rate
assumption but realized annual returns of only 6.5%; and 2) if it both reduced the rate to 6.5% and
experienced that rate of return. In both cases, the employer contribution would be considerably
higher for the first 20 years, although contribution levels would be roughly the same as the baseline
after that time if the discount rate was adjusted. This reflects the reduced risk the County would
experience under that scenario.

Chart 14: Projected Employer Contributions, Changing Returns & Discount
Rates
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated using
additional data from Segal.
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Change the Amortization Period
The final option for managing existing liabilities modeled by Pew involved potential changes to the
amortization period used by the ERS actuary to determine the size of the unfunded liability and the
County’s corresponding employer contribution. Pew modeled two possible changes to the existing
20-year period used by the ERS actuary: one that would increase it to 25 years and the other to 30
years.
As shown in Chart 15, both options would produce annual reductions to the employer contribution in
the $4 to $9 million range until 2036. However, after that time, when the current 20-year
amortization period would be exhausted, extending the amortization period would produce
substantially higher employer contributions. Generally speaking, the use of a shorter amortization
period is deemed more fiscally responsible because it requires any unfunded liability to be paid off
over a shorter period of time. It also costs less for taxpayers to finance the same amount of debt in a
shorter time frame.

Chart 15: Projected Employer Contributions, Changing Amortization Periods
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Summary
The analysis of four potentially legally permissible options to reduce ERS’ unfunded liability yielded
one with considerable potential: reducing the 2% COLA granted to retirees or modifying it to be
consistent with the WRS approach. In addition to producing annual reductions in the employer
contribution of $10 million to $20 million, this option ostensibly could help balance the costs of
addressing the unfunded liability between taxpayers, employees, and retirees. While the bulk of
addressing the unfunded liability would remain with taxpayers, retirees would be asked to take on a
portion of the cost. On the negative side, it could have a detrimental impact on retirees who rely on a
COLA to ensure an appropriate level of retirement income.
In addition, the Pew analysis showed that a further reduction in the ERS discount rate to 6.5% could
appreciably reduce the County’s risk over the long term should actual investment returns mirror that
rate. However, that benefit would come at the cost of significantly higher contributions in the first 20
years after such a change was made.
Finally, all of the analysis and discussion around unfunded liability reduction strategies underscored
the fact that the County will continue to manage ERS for decades to come, regardless of which plan
design option is chosen. Pew pointed to stress testing as a tool that would help the County
understand the financial health of ERS and evaluate the risk of existing policies, particularly in a
scenario where the plan is frozen and policymakers need to be attentive to cash flow and solvency
risk.
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Evaluation of Options
Alternative Plan Designs
At its April 24, 2018 meeting, the RST decided to narrow its consideration to three plan design
alternatives:
•
•
•

WRS option
Defined contribution option 1B (4.5% employer contribution rate and 7.2% general employee
contribution rate)
Risk-managed hybrid

Key results from Pew’s analysis of each of the three alternatives under a soft freeze scenario – and
their comparison to ERS – are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Summary Results, Soft Freeze Plan Design Alternatives

Employer
Cost,
Expected
Returns
Employee
Cost,
Expected
Returns

ERS

WRS

DC, 1B

Total

$1,723

$1,924

$1,773

RiskManaged
Hybrid
$1,745

Difference from ERS

$0

$201

$49

$22

6.4%-6.8%

7.2%

New Hire Rate Range

5.8%ERS Employee Rate
10.2%
6.1%-30.2% 6.1%-30.2%
Range
Mid- Career Worker
9%/9%
18%/18% 20%/18% 17%/12%
(Expected/Low)
Replacement
Income
Career Worker
106%/106% 107%/95% 93%/79% 100%/87%
(Expected/Low)

Risk

4.6%-9.6%

Employer Cost:
Expected/Low/
Realized

5.1%/8.7%
/28%

Administration

County

7%/8.2% 5.1%/5.1%/ 5.1%/5.5%
/7.2%
5.1%
/TBD
State

County

County

Notes
The DC figure assumes an extra half percent in DC employer contributions to replace death and disability benefits.
Parts might not total due to rounding.
A soft freeze assumes all new employees enter the new retirement system while current employees remain in ERS.
The risk-managed hybrid assumes a split DC/DB retirement system, with risk sharing features in the DB portion similar to those found in the
Wisconsin Retirement System.
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For its consideration of these alternatives, the RST reached consensus early on that nine criteria
would be used for evaluation purposes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Impact on affordability of employer contribution (both for the County and taxpayers)
Impact on employee contribution
Impact on unfunded liability
Impact on retention of existing employees
Impact on recruitment of new employees
Vulnerability to risk and volatility (for both employer and employees)
Flexibility to change design in the future
Ease of administration
Impact on inter-generational equity

To launch the RST’s deliberation on plan redesign, the project team (Pew, WPF, and the DAS
Director) scored each of the options based on these criteria and presented the results at the June
26, 2018 RST meeting. A scale of 1 to 5 was used to assess the option’s impact with regard to each
criterion, with a score of 1 indicating a negative impact; a score of 2 indicating a somewhat negative
impact; a score of 3 indicating no impact; a score of 4 indicating a somewhat positive impact; and a
score of 5 indicating a positive impact. The options were all scored relative to the status quo, where
the project team assumed there would be no changes to ERS.
The project team emphasized that its “scorecard” should be used only as a starting point for
discussion, as the different criteria were not weighted by importance and involved both objective and
subjective analysis. RST members were asked to fill out their own scorecards and submit them for
consideration at future meetings.
A summary of plan design option ratings by the project team is shown in Table 6. The WRS option
received the highest composite average score, although it is important to note that each of the three
plan design options had an average composite score that exceeded that of the status quo, thus
indicating potential improvement over existing policies.

Table 6: Summary of Ratings
Criteria

ERS

WRS

DC, 1B

Risk-Managed Hybrid

1: Employer costs

3

3

3.5

3.5

2: Employee costs

3

2.75

2.75

3.25

3: Unfunded liability

3

3

3

3

4: Existing employee Retention

3

4

2.5

3.5

5: New employee recruitment

3

4

2.5

3.5

6: Risk

3

4

3

3.5

7: Future design flexibility

3

1

3

3

8: Ease of administration

3

5

4

2

9: Inter-generational equity

3

5

5

3

Simple Average

3

3.53

3.25

3.14
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The WRS option received particularly high scores when compared to other plan design alternatives
and the status quo with regard to the following criteria:
•

Existing employee retention and new employee recruitment – comparatively high scores for
these criteria stem from the project team’s determination that WRS provides a more
attractive retirement benefit than ERS, in large part because of its money purchase option.
The team also cited the greater potential for WRS to maintain a lower employee contribution
for new employees than likely would be possible under the ERS status quo option. When
compared to the DC and hybrid options, the fact that WRS offers a robust defined benefit –
combined with a money purchase benefit – was seen as an advantage for both career and
shorter-term employees.

•

Risk reduction – for this criterion, WRS’ provisions that share the negative impacts of lowerthan-anticipated investment returns between employers and employees was central to the
high score from an employer perspective. Meanwhile, WRS’ defined benefit approach was
seen as less risky from an employee perspective when compared to the DC and hybrid
options.

•

Ease of administration – in the case of a partial freeze, a transition to WRS would allow the
County to close ERS to any future service, though it still would need to administer the closed
plan. In the case of a soft freeze, the County would begin to reduce the accumulation of
additional benefits under ERS and pave the way for eventual closure. Under either option,
having WRS administer the pension benefit for new hires would ease the County’s
administrative burden when compared to ERS. The WRS option also could provide a lower
administrative burden when compared to the DC and hybrid options, given that the county
likely would need to manage a contract with a private vendor to manage the DC component.

The two criteria for which the WRS option received negative scores were employee cost and future
design flexibility. The negative score for the former was attributed to the potential for substantially
increased employee contributions by active employees to support ERS under a soft freeze approach,
given that new employees no longer would be contributing to that system. The negative score for
design flexibility resulted from a requirement that the county commit to permanent participation in
WRS as a condition of being allowed by the state to transition to that system.

Evaluation of Unfunded Liability Reduction Options
The project team also used the nine criteria to score each of the pension debt reduction options. A
summary of those scores – also presented at the June 26, 2018 RST meeting – is shown in Table 7.
It should be noted that the option of reducing the multiplier was added to the four pension liability
management options discussed earlier to provide further context; it had earlier been determined that
this option would not be seriously considered given that the County recently had already lowered the
multiplier to 1.6% for most employees, which was in line with many public pension systems
nationally.
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Table 7: Summary of Pension Debt Ratings
Reduce
Multiplier

Increase
Employee
Contribution
Rate

Lower
Discount
Rate

4

4

4

2

5

4

4

1

2

3: Unfunded liability

5

2

3

3

4

4: Existing employee
Retention

2

3

2

2

3

5: New employee
recruitment

2

3

2

2

3

6: Risk

4

2

3

3

4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

8: Ease of
administration

2

3

2

3

3

9: Inter-generational
equity

3

2

3

3

4

3.5

2.88

2.88

2.63

3.13

Reduce/
Modify
COLA

Extend
Amortization
Period

1: Employer costs

5

2: Employee costs

Criteria

7: Future design
flexibility

Average

As shown in the table, the option of reducing the COLA or modifying it to reflect the WRS approach
received the highest composite average score of the five options considered. Lowering the discount
rate was the only other option that scored above a 3, thus indicating a promising approach to
managing the risks from the current ERS liability.
The criteria for which COLA reduction/modification received the highest scores from the project team
were its potential to lower both annual employer and employee contributions, as well as to reduce
the overall size of the unfunded liability and reduce risk. Task force members also noted that this
approach could allow the County to better share the cost of addressing the unfunded liability among
employees, taxpayers, and retirees, since without a COLA change all cost sharing would fall to only
current employees and taxpayers.
On the negative side, existing employee retention and new employee recruitment could be impacted
by the reduced benefit, and tying the COLA to any unfunded liability would add some administrative
complexity.
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Reform Package
The project team reported at the July 24, 2018 RST meeting that scorecards submitted by members
were largely consistent with the team’s scorecard, i.e. the WRS and COLA reduction/modification
options generally scored highest. Several RST members also reflected that a combined package in
which the County would combine both options could allow it to offset higher employer contributions
under the WRS approach with COLA savings.
Consequently, Pew modeled a reform “package” consisting of a soft freeze transition to WRS and a
full 2% COLA reduction. Because of an emerging consensus that a soft freeze transition to WRS
would be untenable without addressing the huge increases in active employee contributions that
would result from that approach, the package also included a 9% cap on employee contributions. It
was acknowledged that effectuating such a cap may require a change in State law, however.
Table 8 shows the results of that analysis for the 2017-2046 period, using a scenario under which
ERS investment assumptions and returns mimic current policy, and one in which the discount rate is
reduced to 7% and the rate of return is at that level. The modeling shows that the full 2% COLA
reduction would fully offset the higher employer cost attributed to the soft freeze WRS approach and
also allow the County to enjoy about $150 million to $180 million in savings over the period,
depending on whether the cap on employee contributions was in place.

Table 8: Reform Summary Results, 2017-2046

$Millions

Employer
Costs
Employee
Costs
Total

Soft Freeze to WRS
9% Employee Cap
ERS 7%
Discount Rate
and Rate of
Return in 2020
2% COLA 2% COLA
2% COLA
Reduction Reduction
Reduction

Current
Trajectory

If 7% Discount Rate and
Rate of Return starting in
2020

Baseline

Baseline

$1,723

$1,915

$1,541

$1,577

$1,764

$698

$780

$697

$673

$689

$2,421

$2,695

$2,238

$2,250

$2,453

Notes
Parts might not total due to rounding.
A soft freeze assumes all new employees enter the new retirement system while current employees remain in ERS.
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RST Recommendations
The RST deliberated over recommendations at its July 24 and August 29, 2018 meetings. Motions
were offered and seconded by committee members and discussed by those present, with the goal of
reaching consensus. Votes were taken at the conclusion of discussion and/or upon apparent
agreement that consensus had been reached.

Motions Adopted at July 24, 2018 Meeting
At the July 24, 2018 meeting, two motions were considered and approved. The first recommended
that the Milwaukee County Executive and Board of Supervisors analyze options for reducing or
modifying the COLA, and the second recommended that they pursue an approach to transition new
employees to the WRS while analyzing the possibility of also transitioning future service for active
employees to WRS.
With regard to the first motion, several RST members noted that a COLA adjustment would share the
cost of addressing past investment losses and benefit decisions between taxpayers, active
employees, and retirees. Furthermore, it was noted that using WRS as a model for COLA provisions
would share risk and stabilize employer costs while also giving retirees the ability to benefit from the
upside of strong investment returns. No consensus was reached on a precise recommended
reduction or modification to the COLA, however, and individual members of the RST advocated a
range of possible changes to COLAs.

Motion #1 (Hollmon, seconded by Smith) – all members voted “aye” with the exception of
one abstention (Mapp).
The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County
Board of Supervisors analyze options for reducing the COLA – including potential legal
considerations – as a means of reducing the unfunded liability and ensuring that future
costs are spread equitably among retirees, past and current employees, and County
residents and taxpayers. In doing so, the County should consider options that include those
implemented by other public plans, as well as an approach that mirrors that used by the
WRS.
With regard to the second motion, RST members argued that WRS would provide greater stability in
employer costs while continuing to provide a substantial retirement benefit to workers. Also, while
expected employer costs would be higher under WRS than under the status quo should current
investment return assumptions be met, they likely would be lower under low return scenarios, thus
better shielding the County from risk. Furthermore, moving Milwaukee County from directly managing
pension benefits over time was considered an advantage by some members of the task force.
Finally, it was felt that WRS benefits offer greater retirement security for short- and medium-term
workers than ERS.
The RST felt that additional analysis was necessary to determine whether the WRS transition should
involve more than a soft freeze and also include non-vested active employees and future service for
vested active employees. However, taskforce members agreed that if the soft freeze option
ultimately was selected, then there also needed to be a cap on the employee contribution.
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Motion #2 (Nelson, seconded by Hollmon) – all members voted “aye” with the exception of
one “no” vote (Harper)
The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County
Board of Supervisors pursue an approach that would close the ERS to new employees and –
subject to legal analysis – have all new employees become members of the Wisconsin
Retirement System. The treatment of non-vested active employees and future service of
active employees should be further analyzed by both the County and WRS. Such analysis
shall include determination that no adverse financial impacts shall accrue to WRS.
Furthermore, the task force recommends that any approach that would involve a “soft
freeze” with regard to a shift to WRS include a cap on the active employee contribution rate
to ERS.
A third motion was offered recommending that ERS engage in regular financial monitoring and stress
testing per guidelines recommended by Pew, and that it consider other financial and operational
best practices. That motion was tabled to the next meeting, however, in light of a request for further
information on Pew stress testing guidelines.

Motions Adopted at August 28, 2018 Meeting
Motion #3 on stress testing and financial and operating best practices – with a minor technical
change – was re-considered at the August 28 meeting.
Pew presented information on stress testing, explaining that it was a simulation technique used to
assess the impact of different economic conditions on pension balance sheets and governmental
budgets. In particular, stress testing was deemed by Pew to be an important tool to help
policymakers plan for the next recession and better manage economic uncertainty. (See Appendix II
for a summary of stress testing guidelines) The RST agreed and also felt ERS and the County should
be encouraged to assess and consider the use of other financial and operational best practices.

Motion #3 (Meaux, seconded by Gedemer) – all members present voted “aye”
The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County
Board of Supervisors require and provide funding for regular financial monitoring and stress
testing per guidelines recommended by Pew, and that ERS and the County consider other
financial and operational best practices.
The RST also considered a fourth motion that had been drafted by Rep. Kooyenga. That motion
sought to ensure that the County had a stated goal of fully funding the ERS by 2036; that it maintain
a 20-year amortization period; that it lower the assumed rate of return to a number reasonably
recommended by plan actuaries; and that it commit to using any new, non-designated revenue
sources to fund the Actuarial Required Contribution (ARC).
Committee members did not reach consensus on the establishment of a strict timeline for fully
funding the ERS, as well as on the proposal to bind the County to use new revenue sources to fund
the ARC. However, consensus emerged on the importance of recommending to the County and ERS
that a 20-year amortization period be maintained and that the rate of return be lowered to a
reasonable number recommended by plan actuaries. Furthermore, taskforce members agreed that
the County and ERS should be urged to prioritize the allocation of resources to addressing ERS’
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unfunded liability (including net savings produced by COLA adjustments) without committing it to a
specific date and to using any new revenue sources to do so.

Motion #4 (Nelson, seconded by Meaux) – all members present voted “aye”
The RST recommends that the County Executive, County Board, and ERS (a) maintain a
maximum 20-year amortization period; (b) reasonably lower the assumed rate of return to a
number recommended by the plan actuaries; and c) prioritize the allocation of resources to
appropriately address ERS’ unfunded liability, which includes allocating any net savings
produced by the RST’s recommendations to reduce the unfunded liability.

Full Package of Motions
Prior to a vote on the full package of four motions at the August 2018 meeting, Pew summarized the
proposed benefit changes:
•
•
•
•
•

New hires would be moved to WRS and receive benefits through that system. ERS would be
closed to new entrants.
Non-vested employees would potentially be moved to WRS as well and vested Milwaukee
County workers could potentially receive future service through WRS.
Employee contribution rates would be subject to a maximum level.
COLA reductions would be applied to reduce the unfunded liability and share costs.
The WRS rules, or something similar, would be considered in identifying how to reinstate
COLAs when full funding is reached and provide both risk sharing as well as sharing of gains.

Pew also presented the results of modeling it had conducted of a version of the reform package that
follows these recommendations. It was emphasized that the model may differ in the specifics from
the final package (for example, the full WRS COLA provisions had not been built into the model), but
this exercise was intended to provide for RST members and the public a sense of scale and scope of
what these reforms would look like.
Specifically, Pew modeled two packages:
1) A soft freeze switch to WRS and a full cessation of the COLA, along with a cap of the
employee contribution rate of 9%.
2) The same approach, except the 2% COLA would be reduced to one 1%.
Chart 16 tracks annual employer savings under the full COLA reduction, which would result in a total
employer savings of $146 million through 2046. Chart 17 does the same for a 1% COLA reduction,
which would save $37 million in employer contributions through 2026 but increase costs through
2046 by $102 million.
Following discussion of this modeling, RST members unanimously approved the package of four
motions upon the motion of Supervisor Schmitt and a second by Mr. Hollmon.
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Chart 16: Comparing Costs Over Time: Baseline and Example Reform
Package
Employer Costs: Soft Freeze to WRS with Maximum 9% Employee Contribution;
2% COLA Reduction
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Notes:
Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated using
additional data from Segal.

Chart 17: Comparing Costs Over Time: Baseline and Example Reform Package
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Actuarial projections done by The Terry Group based on Milwaukee County ERS plan assumptions. Updated using additional data
from Segal.
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Final Package of Motions Adopted at November 8, 2018 Meeting
Subsequent to the RST’s initial approval of the package of four motions, it held a public hearing to
solicit feedback on October 16, 2018. At that hearing, more than 30 members of the general public
provided testimony or submitted cards indicating their position on RST recommendations.
The RST then met for a final time on November 8, 2018, to consider proposed amendments and
take a final vote on the package of motions. At that meeting, amendments to two of the motions
were offered by Ms. Mapp and seconded by County Executive Abele and were unanimously
approved. The amended motions are shown below, with changes to the original motions underlined.

Motion #1
The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors analyze options for reducing the COLA – including potential legal considerations – as a
means of reducing the unfunded liability and ensuring that future costs are spread equitably among
retirees, past and current employees, and County residents and taxpayers. In doing so, any changes
to the COLA should consider recruitment, retention, and fairness to retirees. The County should
consider options that include those implemented by other public plans, as well as an approach that
mirrors that used by the WRS, maintaining the COLA at a sustainable amount, and revisiting the
COLA during each annual budget for review as part of the County’s obligation to the public.

Motion #2
The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors pursue an approach that would close the ERS to new employees and – subject to legal
analysis - have all new employees become members of the Wisconsin Retirement System. The
treatment of non-vested active employees and future service of active employees should be further
analyzed by both the County and WRS. Such analysis shall include determination that no adverse
financial impacts shall accrue to WRS. The analysis should also explore whether it is reasonable to
allow active employees the choice to stay in ERS for future years of service or to join WRS for future
years of service.
Furthermore, the task force recommends that any approach that would involve a “soft freeze” with
regard to a shift to WRS include a cap on the active employee contribution rate to ERS.
After adoption of the amended motions, RST members unanimously approved the package of four
motions upon the motion of County Executive Abele and a second by Mr. Smith. 9 The full package of
motions adopted by the RST is shown on the following page.

For the vote on the final package of motions and all other votes at the November 8 meeting, Comptroller
Manske, Mr. Conlin, and Mr. Coyne abstained to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest.
9
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Motion #1

The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors analyze options for reducing the COLA – including potential legal considerations – as a
means of reducing the unfunded liability and ensuring that future costs are spread equitably among
retirees, past and current employees, and County residents and taxpayers. In doing so, any changes
to the COLA should consider recruitment, retention, and fairness to retirees. The County should
consider options that include those implemented by other public plans, as well as an approach that
mirrors that used by the WRS, maintaining the COLA at a sustainable amount, and revisiting the
COLA during each annual budget for review as part of the County’s obligation to the public.

Motion #2

The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors pursue an approach that would close the ERS to new employees and – subject to legal
analysis - have all new employees become members of the Wisconsin Retirement System. The
treatment of non-vested active employees and future service of active employees should be further
analyzed by both the County and WRS. Such analysis shall include determination that no adverse
financial impacts shall accrue to WRS. The analysis should also explore whether it is reasonable to
allow active employees the choice to stay in ERS for future years of service or to join WRS for future
years of service.
Furthermore, the task force recommends that any approach that would involve a “soft freeze” with
regard to a shift to WRS include a cap on the active employee contribution rate to ERS.

Motion #3

The task force recommends that the Milwaukee County Executive and Milwaukee County Board of
Supervisors require and provide funding for regular financial monitoring and stress testing per
guidelines recommended by Pew, and that ERS and the County consider other financial and
operational best practices.

Motion #4

The RST recommends that the County Executive, County Board, and ERS (a) maintain a maximum
20-year amortization period; (b) reasonably lower the assumed rate of return to a number
recommended by the plan actuaries; and c) prioritize the allocation of resources to appropriately
address ERS’ unfunded liability, which includes allocating any net savings produced by the RST’s
recommendations to reduce the unfunded liability.
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Appendix I: List of RST Members
Chris Abele – Milwaukee County Executive
Robert Conlin – Wisconsin Department of Employee Trust Funds, Secretary
Tim Coyne+ – Milwaukee County Retirement Plan Services, Director
Margaret Daun – Milwaukee County, Corporation Counsel
Norb Gedemer – Milwaukee County, Deputy Sheriff
Rep. Evan Goyke – Wisconsin State Assembly, 18th District
Michael Harper+ – Milwaukee County Pension Board, Chairperson
Ralph Hollmon – Retired President and CEO, Milwaukee Urban League
Waylon Hurlburt – Wisconsin State Budget Director
Rep. Dale Kooyenga – Wisconsin State Assembly, 14th District
Maria Lopez Vento – Bader Philanthropies, Inc., VP of Programs and Partnerships
Scott Manske – Milwaukee County, Comptroller
Jodi Mapp – Milwaukee County Behavioral Health Division, Executive Assistant
Tom Meaux – Ansay Holdings, LLC, President
Kerry Mitchell* – Milwaukee County, Chief Human Resources Officer
Ron Nelson – Milwaukee School of Engineering, Adjunct Professor
David Sartori* – Former Milwaukee County Supervisor, District 8
James “Luigi” Schmidt+ – Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors, 6th District
Tim Sheehy – Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce, President
Julie Siegel – Whitefish Bay, Village President
Greg Smith – UW-Milwaukee Lubar School of Business, Executive-in-Residence
Sup. Sheldon Wasserman – Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors, 3rd District

+ Added to the taskforce after its creation
* Left the taskforce after its creation
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Appendix II: Stress Testing Guidelines
Goals: Provide budget officials, policymakers and other stakeholders with:
1) Accessible information about the risks and potential costs associated with actuarial
assumptions and contribution behavior.
2) Tools and analysis to better inform planning and decision making.
Objectives: Provide analysis of investment and contribution risks in a standard report to help
policymakers:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Assess the impact of investment risk on government budgets.
Evaluate the impact of contribution risk on pension system solvency.
Quantify the range of possible costs for current benefits.
Assess the impact of market volatility on expected employer contributions.

Core Components:
1) Sensitivity analysis of plan liabilities at +/- 1% (per GASB) of the expected rate of return, a
lower discount rate as outlined in Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP) No. 4 (currently in
DRAFT).
2) Scenario analyses based on long-term projections over a 20-year measurement period
including both (a) a scenario assuming a fixed 5% rate of return (or the 25th percentile of
expected returns) on assets, and (b) an asset shock scenario – for example, applying
assumptions included in the Dodd-Frank adverse stress test scenario – followed by long-term
returns of 5% (or the 25th percentile of expected returns).*
3) To assess contribution risk, projections and measurements for each of the scenarios
included above assuming both (a) full actuarial contributions based on current funding
policies, and (b) contributions that are constrained by the rate of revenue growth (i.e. fixed as
a percent of revenue).
4) Sensitivity of total normal cost and employer normal cost for new benefits earned under
several different investment return assumptions, including +/- 1% of the expected rate of
return and a 5% rate of return (or the 25th percentile of expected returns).
5) Projections that simulate the volatility of annual investment returns above and below the
expected rate of return in order to measure the range of employer contributions, including
the minimum and maximum over 10- and 20-years where the assumed rate of return is
achieved over the measurement period.
*Additional scenarios may include projections at +/-1% of the assumed rate. Measurements for all
of the scenarios to include, without limitations: assets, liabilities, and funded ratios; employer
contributions as a share of payroll and as a share of own source revenue; and total contributions,
benefit payments, and the ratio of operating cash flow to asset.
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